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Geospatial Initiatives Committee
– A Clickable county map of our digital assets
– Hidden Water unveils surface water systems on the east side of 
the Salt Lake Valley 
– A collaboration with Utah Geological Survey to digitize and 
provide access to our Geology thesis maps
– Western Soundscapes offers thousands of recordings of 
Western animal species and their environments
– An historical GIS project with a faculty member in the 
Geography Department
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– ‘ • Sharing a geographic 
relationship
• Area links to a set of 
query results
• Dynamic results
• --but, also high r
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Geology Theses and Georeferenced Maps Project
• Marriott Library’s Geospatial Initiatives Committee
• Project Goal:  Upload georeferenced versions of theses and maps to 
USpace allowing world-wide access to materials formerly hard to retrieve
• Began with an examination of the library catalog, special collections, map 
collections and holdings of the thesis library in the Department of Geology 
and Geophysics
• An Excel spreadsheet with information spanning 25 years (1950-1975) was 
created
• Utah Geological Survey
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USpace Institutional Repository
• Long-term digital archive of scholarly works produced by faculty, 
researchers, and students of the University of Utah community
• USpace functions to collect and maintain intellectual products
– published journal articles
– conference papers and proceedings
– creative research
– datasets
– theses and dissertations
– other scholarly endeavors
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USpace Process/Pre-Georeferencing
• Geology theses digitized by IR Staff
• Maps accompanying each thesis were collected and sent to Digital Technologies to be scanned 
into TIFF format
• Theses and maps uploaded into USpace
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USPACE HOME PAGE
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SEARCH RESULT FOR THESIS
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DIGITAL THESIS
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MAP WITH METADATA
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What is Georeferencing?
• Taking a print map and defining its existence in physical space
• Used for both vector and raster data
• Useful for relating and examining different information
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The Georeferencing Process
• Tiff’s were imported into a GIS program, converted into a JPEG file and 
georeferenced
• Reference layers were added, and control points were created aligning the map with 
features in physical space
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The Georeferencing Process
• TIFF’s were imported into a GIS program, converted into a JPEG file and 
georeferenced
• Reference layers were added, and control points were created aligning the map with 
features in physical space
• Files were compressed into a zip file that includes the JPEG image and associated 
world files
Original TIFF Georeferenced JPEG
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Examples of Georeferenced 
Thesis Maps
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Soldier Summit Quadrangle, Utah
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Northern Silver Island, Tooele County, Utah
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Stansbury Island, Tooele County, Utah
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Mineral Range, Utah
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Paria NW Quadrangle, Kane County, Utah
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After the Georeferencing 
Process
• Zip files containing JPEG images and world files are uploaded to the server 
and linked to the accompanying thesis, making them available through 
USpace
• Zip files can be viewed with GIS software 
for further analysis
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More Interactive and User Friendly 
with Google Earth
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Western Soundscape Archive
• Thousands of sound recordings
• Expanding access to digital collections by 
creating geo-referenced interfaces
• Harnessing existing place name metadata 
to capture coordinates
• Automating the production of map 
interfaces for digital content
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Quality control
• Place names may not be in Google’s 
“index”
• Linear features like streams
• Counties
• False hits
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From tables to maps
• Lat/Long tables to Excel spreadsheet
• Add html commands and scripting
• Convert to .KML file
• Hotspots with hyperlinked thumbnails
• .KML file in Western Soundscape will 
generate the map locating each recording
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Coordinates… or Addresses
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Refinery near Salt Lake
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Downtown Salt Lake: target area for a historical GIS project
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Block 58, Salt Lake 1911
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Royal Cafe at 232 South Main Street, Salt Lake City, Sept. 1904
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A visual time machine
• Electronic devices may provide access to 
historical resources via the geocoordinates
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Broadway Center, 300 South State,
21st century Salt Lake
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Auerbach’s Department Store
300 South State, in September 1912
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Salt Palace, 21st century
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Hotel Herald, 98 West 100 South, 
Salt Lake City, October 1907
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Dream BIG!!
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Questions?
Special thanks to the Utah Geographic Information Council for the 
opportunity to present these projects and for your attendance
www.lib.utah.edu
